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Rate-Distortion Optimal Transform Coefficient
Selection for Unoccupied Regions in Video-Based

Point Cloud Compression
Christian Herglotz, Nils Genser, and André Kaup

Abstract—This paper presents a novel method to determine
rate-distortion optimized transform coefficients for efficient com-
pression of videos generated from point clouds. The method
exploits a generalized frequency selective extrapolation approach
that iteratively determines rate-distortion-optimized coefficients
for all basis functions of two-dimensional discrete cosine and
sine transforms. The method is applied to blocks containing
both occupied and unoccupied pixels in video based point cloud
compression for HEVC encoding. In the proposed algorithm,
only the values of the transform coefficients are changed such
that resulting bit streams are compliant to the V-PCC standard.
For all-intra coded point clouds, bitrate savings of more than
4% for geometry and more than 6% for texture error metrics
with respect to standard encoding can be observed. These savings
are more than twice as high as savings obtained using competing
methods from literature. In the randomaccess case, our proposed
method outperforms competing V-PCC methods by more than
0.5%.

Index Terms—Coding, HEVC, unoccupied pixels, inactive re-
gions, point cloud compression, V-PCC

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, due to an increased interest in 3D rep-
resentations of visual data, research targeting an efficient
compression of 3D point clouds received more and more
attention [1]. Examples for standardization activities are
geometry-based point cloud compression (G-PCC) [2], [3] and
video-based point cloud compression (V-PCC) [4], [5]. As
the storage space and data rates for the transmission of point
clouds are extremely high, these two activities were launched
to develop algorithms for the efficient compression of raw
point cloud data.

For G-PCC, the general idea is to compress the data in the
3D voxel domain. As a result, the geometry of the voxels is
coded losslessly. In contrast, for V-PCC, the point cloud is
projected onto various 2D image planes such that traditional
lossy video compression can be used for the compression of
the 2D projections. As a consequence, the geometry as well
as the texture is subject to distortions.

During the projection of the point cloud to 2D images,
so-called patches are generated by orthonormal projection of
the original point cloud, which have an arbitrary shape [6].
Then, all information is packed into three 2D images: First,
a so-called occupancy map as shown in Fig. 1 (a) indicates
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(a) Occupancy Map (b) Geometry Map (c) Texture Map

Figure 1. 2D images created from a 3D point cloud. The occupancy map (a)
is compressed losslessly, the geometry map (b) and the texture map (c) are
compressed in a lossy way. The algorithm proposed in this work targets the
latter two maps.

which pixels of the images contain relevant information. In
this representation, white corresponds to occupied pixels, i.e.,
relevant information, and black to unoccupied pixels. Second,
the geometry map in Fig. 1 (b) indicates the distance of the
corresponding pixel from the virtual camera, such that the 3D
voxel coordinates can be reconstructed from the x-position, the
y-position, and the brightness of the current pixel representing
the depth. Third, the texture map as illustrated in Fig. 1 (c)
assigns color information to each voxel.

The proposed method is based on occupancy-map-based
rate distortion optimization [6] and inactive region coding for
360◦ videos [7]. In addition to the aforementioned work, a
novel algorithm is introduced for determining rate-distortion-
optimized residual coefficients for intra and inter coded
frames. The method is performed on all blocks containing both
occupied and unoccupied pixels (mixed blocks). For blocks
consisting of purely occupied pixels, the classic RDO approach
is performed, and for purely unoccupied blocks, the residual
error is set to zero, as proposed in [7]. For mixed blocks,
the goal of our proposed method is to determine optimal
transformed, residual coefficients, which minimize the dis-
tortion in the occupied region while neglecting the distortion
in the unoccupied region, and simultaneously minimizing the
rate. In this respect, the problem is interpreted as a signal
extrapolation task, where the relevant signal is extrapolated to
the unoccupied region.

The novel contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Proposal of a dedicated selective extrapolation algorithm

for efficient compression of unoccupied regions.
• Introduction of a rate-distortion based selection criterion

to enhance the performance of classical selective extrap-
olation using rate estimation.

• Simplification of the iterative procedure by exploiting
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Figure 2. Generation and compression of 2D-videos in point cloud com-
pression based on [5]. 2D patches (red arrows) are generated from an input
point cloud, which are used to generate an occupancy map (black arrows),
a geometry video, and a texture video. Then, the two videos are padded
and encoded with standard video compression. The output bit streams are
multiplexed with the compressed occupancy map and the compressed auxiliary
patch information. Our proposed algorithm is inserted in video encoding for
the geometry video and the color video (red boxes).

sparsity.
This paper is structured as follows: First, Section II reviews

the current state of the art in V-PCC and on compression
of unoccupied pixels as well as frequency selective extrap-
olation. Afterwards, Section III discusses the state-of-the-art
approaches for the determination and compression of residual
signals and proposes an optimal selective extrapolation algo-
rithm including the rate-distortion optimization procedure. Af-
terwards, Section IV introduces the test data set and performs
a detailed evaluation of the coding gains. Finally, Section V
concludes this paper.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

In this section, we discuss the state-of-the-art compression
techniques used in video-based point cloud compression and
the handling of unoccupied pixels. Finally, the basics for
our proposed rate-constrained optimal selective extrapolation
(ROSE) are introduced.

A. Video-based Point Cloud Compression

In video-based point cloud compression (V-PCC) [4], [5],
a given point cloud with texture information is decomposed
into multiple components, which are then compressed with
standard video compression techniques. A general overview
of the components relevant for video compression is depicted
in Fig. 2.

The main idea is that multiple two-dimensional patches
from the point cloud are generated by orthographic projection
onto multiple two-dimensional planes. The positions of the
corresponding virtual cameras are chosen in such a way
that the complete point cloud is covered. Then, the resulting
patches are packed onto two-dimensional images, which can
be further compressed by standard image and video compres-
sion techniques. Additional data such as the position of the
cameras is signaled as side information.

This projection process creates three videos: The first one
is a so-called occupancy map, which indicates with a binary
mask whether a pixel in the video holds relevant information
or not. The occupancy map is usually coded with a lossless
encoder.

The second video is the so-called geometry map. For
each occupied pixel, this map indicates the depth of the

corresponding point in the point cloud. This depth is saved
in the Y-luminance channel and compressed with a standard
video encoder.

The third video is the texture map which holds information
about texture properties such as brightness, color, or other
properties such as the reflectance or tactile properties of
voxels. In this paper, we focus on RGB color information,
which is represented in the widely used YCbCr 4:2:0 color
format.

For video encoding, the state-of-the-art approach is to use
HEVC [4]. However, it is pointed out that any image or video
compression algorithm could be used. For example, a learning-
based method for lossless compression was proposed in [8]
and [9].

Other work focused on optimizing the framework for more
efficient encoding. For example, it was proposed to simplify
the grid-based refining segmentation to reduce processing
times [10]. It was found that the compression performance in
terms of rate-distortion costs did not suffer. Another approach
is to exploit temporal correlations between the near and the
far layer, which leads to more than 40% time savings at
marginal increases in bitrate [11]. Finally, an artifact removal
framework for post-processing of reconstructed point clouds
was presented and it was shown that the reconstruction quality
could be increased significantly without changing the bitrate
[12].

Finally, several works target the rate-distortion (RD) process
in V-PCC. For example, [13] propose to employ a perceptual
quality model to improve rate control. Furthermore, it is
proposed to use a distortion and a rate model jointly to
adaptively change the QP for geometry and color encoding to
accurately reach a target bitrate. To achieve this, in [14] it was
proposed to use a method based on differential evolution and
in [15], an interior point method was chosen. At small losses in
compression efficiency, lower errors with respect to the target
bitrate are achieved. In a similar direction, Yuan et al. proposed
to improve the RD performance using differential evolution by
removing the constraint of a fixed QP and adaptively changing
the QP on frame level [16].

B. Occupancy-Map-Based Compression
From Fig. 2, one can infer that the generated 2D videos

inhibit large areas which do not contain relevant information
to reconstruct the original point clouds. However, during com-
pression, such regions contribute significantly to the resulting
bitrate, which was pointed out in various works [4], [6], [7].
To mitigate the impact of these regions on the overall bitrates,
different techniques were used and proposed.

The standard proposal from V-PCC uses a pixel padding
technique, which, depending on the block position, performs
dilation or copying of pixels to obtain smooth transitions [4].
For other input data, different padding techniques were dis-
cussed and evaluated for different projection formats in 360◦-
video coding [17]. Finally, different approaches for object-
based texture coding were discussed and evaluated in [18],
where also different transforms were investigated.

Another idea is to extrapolate the useful signal informa-
tion into unoccupied regions, where an approach for non-
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Figure 3. The impact of unoccupied regions shown in spatial and transform domain for a 1-D example. Black dots are relevant samples, while red squares
are assumed to be irrelevant, i.e., unoccupied. The signals s0[i] and s1[i] are transformed to the DCT-II domain for obtaining S0[µ] and S1[µ], which are
quantized and coded afterwards. Already a single unoccupied pixel can lead to a significant energy decompaction of transform coefficients (approx. 21% for
s1[i]). Hence, a large distortion must be accepted after quantization for s1[i], while s0[i] would also lead to an optimal result.

rectangular signals was proposed in [19]. The method uses an
orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm to extend the data to
rectangular blocks. As another idea, it was proposed in [7] to
reduce the energy of the residual signal by setting residual
pixel values located in unoccupied regions to zero, before
they are transformed by a discrete cosine transform (DCT).
Significant bitrate savings of up to 10% were reported for
360◦-videos [7].

For point clouds, it was proposed to change the encoder’s
functionality in such a way that during the calculation of
rate-distortion costs, the distortion in unoccupied regions is
neglected when calculating the sum of squared errors (SSE)
[6]. This principle was applied for calculating accurate RD
costs in intra prediction, inter prediction, and in the selection
of the sample-adaptive offset (SAO) filter coefficients. Rate
savings of up to 10% were reported.

C. Selective Extrapolation with Arbitrary Basis Functions
Coding of irrelevant or unoccupied regions can be intuitively

formulated as a sparse signal extrapolation task. In signal
extrapolation, greedy sparse algorithms are frequently used,
especially, when computation time plays a crucial role [20].
A versatile signal extrapolation method is Frequency Selective
Extrapolation (FSE) introduced in [21]. In contrast to other
signal extrapolation algorithms like [22] or [23], FSE is in
continuous development and it has been refined by several
extensions to improve extrapolation quality [24] and to reduce
computational complexity [25]. Moreover, it was shown in
[26] that fast implementations can be formulated in a transform
domain that are real-time capable. Recently, also the gap
between compressed sensing and FSE has been closed [27],
where it was demonstrated that the FSE framework is able
to outperform state-of-the-art algorithms such as Approximate
Message Passing [28], Orthogonal Matching Pursuit [29], and
its successors. While most studies of FSE were conducted for
Fourier-based models, it was shown in [30] that the algorithm
is also well suited for using arbitrary sets of basis functions.
As recent video codecs such as High Efficiency Video Coding

(HEVC) or Versatile Video Coding (VVC) are known to utilize
plenty of transforms, the formulation of a basis function-
independent algorithm is also of high interest in the coding
of unoccupied regions.

III. RATE-CONSTRAINED OPTIMAL SELECTIVE
EXTRAPOLATION

In the following, we motivate the general idea of our
proposed approach. When coding unoccupied regions, the
unnecessary pixels must also be assigned to numeric values
even if these samples are not required in the latter processing.
However, their choice has a significant impact on the coding
efficiency. Assuming the simplified case of a one-dimensional
signal, this effect is visualized in Fig. 3, which shows a com-
parison of two exemplary signals in the spatial as well as in the
transform domain. Two signals s0[i] and s1[i] are transformed
to the DCT-II domain which results in the transformed signals
S0[µ] and S1[µ]. The variables i and µ denote the spatial
and frequency indices, respectively. From Fig. 3, one can
infer that already a single unoccupied pixel can lead to a
widespread distribution of transform coefficients. This leads
to a suboptimal energy compaction, and consequently to a
disadvantageous distribution of residual coefficients.

A widespread distribution of residual coefficients impairs
the compression performance [31]. The reason is the common
order of signaling, which follows an inverse zigzag scan
beginning from the last non-zero coefficient in a block of
residual coefficients. If the last nonzero coefficient is located
close to the DC coefficient, only few coefficients need to be
encoded. If the last nonzero coefficient has a high frequency,
the opposite is true. In the given example, signal S0[µ] can be
encoded more efficiently because only one coefficient has to be
transmitted (position µ = 1). For signal S1[µ], depending on
the quantization, up to eight coefficients must be transmitted.

In the following, we derive a general problem formulation to
code unoccupied regions in such a way that its coding does not
notably increase the overall bit stream size. This is achieved
by replacing unoccupied samples so that they hold a compact
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Figure 4. Signal flow of the residual signal q in rate-distortion optimization
for different prediction modes. The input image data is x and the mask
is denoted as m. The black blocks represent the original encoding flow,
the colored blocks and operators correspond to additional functionality for
optimized unoccupied region coding. The position of the proposed ROSE
approach is shown in red.

energy model in the selected transform domain. In order
to motivate our proposed Rate-constrained Optimal Selective
Extrapolation (ROSE) approach, the impact of unoccupied re-
gions is first analyzed in spatial as well as in transform domain.
After discussing the fundamental problem, the novel ROSE
algorithm is introduced as a possible solution, where a rate-
distortion criterion is included as the optimization function.
Finally, the algorithmic design is completed by deriving a
fast ROSE algorithm, which achieves a significantly lower
computational complexity at the same coding performance of
conventional ROSE.

A. Residual Signal Compression

Fig. 4 shows the RD optimization of the HM encoder
implementation of HEVC [32], which determines the rate-
distortion costs of the residual coefficients given a certain
prediction signal. Note that this process is valid for any block
size (4 × 4 up to 32 × 32), where the decision for the final
block size is performed based on the minimum RD-costs of
all potential block partitionings.

First, the current block is predicted by any of the available
intra and inter prediction modes, which results in the predicted
pixel values p. This prediction is subtracted from the original
signal x, which contains the uncompressed input pixel values
to obtain the residual error signal q = p − x. In standard
encoding, this residual signal q is equal to the input signal
of the transform s. For optimized compression results, it was
proposed in [7] to multiply q with the occupancy map m
before transformation in order to reduce the bitrate (purple
multiplicator), which will be called residual masking (RM) in
the following.

After transformation with a transform type t of the set
of available transforms T , we obtain the masked residual
signal in the frequency domain S, which will be further
refined by our proposed ROSE approach to obtain the signal
S̃. Afterwards, S̃ is quantized by rate-distortion optimized
quantization (RDOQ) resulting in the quantized coefficients
Ŝ, which are fed into the context-adaptive binary arithmetic
coding (CABAC) to determine the bitrate (not shown).

Then, the signal is scaled (inverse quantization) and in-
versely transformed (T −1) to obtain the residual error in

spatial domain after quantization ŝ, which is added to the
predicted signal p. In standard encoding, the resulting signal
is used to calculate the distortion in terms of the sum of
squared differences (SSD), which is then used to calculate
the RD-costs. In [6] and [7], it was proposed to calculate this
distortion only for the occupied pixels, which is achieved by
multiplying both the residual signal ŝ and the original signal
x with the unoccupied pixel mask m (green multipliers). In
the following, this approach will be called occupied distortion
(OD) calculation.

In the proposed ROSE approach, we optimize the residual
coefficients for each tested coding mode on each tested block
size when both occupied and unoccupied pixels are present in
the current block. As such, we perform an exhaustive search
for the best compression performance.

Apparently, as visualized in Fig. 3, the coding of unoccupied
regions can be interpreted as a signal extrapolation problem
with the constraints of generating a highly sparse model in
the transform domain, while favoring transform coefficients
that yield low coding costs. This leads us to the design of the
ROSE approach as discussed in the following.

B. Basis Function Derivation

In order to achieve an efficient compression of the spatial
signal, coding schemes such as HEVC apply different content-
adaptive transforms to each Transform Unit (TU). In the
following, ROSE will be derived for HEVC, however, it is
applicable to every transform based video coder. The set

T = {DST4,DCT4,DCT8,DCT16,DCT32} (1)

stores all possible transform types t ∈ T of the HEVC codec.
The previously introduced effect of energy decompaction

varies in strength and behavior depending on the selected
transform. In line with this, a general strategy is required
to code unoccupied regions independent of the applied trans-
form type. To this end, ROSE models a given signal as a
linear combination of arbitrary basis functions and does not
demand for further knowledge of the applied coding scheme.
It achieves an optimal approximation of the relevant pixels as
long as the applied transform is known beforehand. The basis
functions required by ROSE are obtained by inverse transform
of the applied type t ∈ T for each spectral coefficient. For a
separable two-dimensional transform as in HEVC, we obtain
the transformed signal

St = T ᵀ
t stT t (2)

with respect to the a priori known transform matrices T t

of type t in the set of all possible HEVC transforms T .
Accordingly, the inverse transform can be depicted as

st = (T ᵀ
t )
−1St(T t)

−1 . (3)

For orthogonal transforms, it yields

T−1t = T ᵀ
t , (4)

which simplifies the calculation of the inverse transform such
that the backward transforms result in

st = T tStT
ᵀ
t . (5)
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In order to derive the basis functions in the spatial domain,
each coefficient of type t must be inversely transformed. For
all two-dimensional coefficient indices µ1 and µ2, we obtain
the basis functions in transform domain

Φt,k1k2 =

{
1, for k1 = µ1 ∧ k2 = µ2

0, else
, ∀k1, k2 , (6)

where the indices k1 and k2 indicate the 2D position of the
non-zero value. By applying the inverse transform of type t,
the according basis function in spatial domain results in

ϕt,k1,k2 = T tΦt,k1,k2T
ᵀ
t , ∀k1, k2 . (7)

The two-dimensional functions ϕt,k1,k2 are then rewritten as
one-dimensional vectors ϕt,k with indices

µ = µ1 +Bµ2 and k = k1 +Bk2 (8)

and B denoting the width of the applied transform, e.g.,
BDCT4 = 4, and BDCT16 = 16. By including all basis functions
into the model generation of ROSE, the complete dictionary
of basis functions of transform type t is denoted as

Dt =
⋃

k∈Kt
ϕt,k . (9)

In above equation, set Kt holds all possible indices k which
depend on the transform type t. For example, the DCT4

transform leads to |KDCT4
| = 4 × 4 = 16 basis functions,

while a type DCT32 results in |KDCT32
| = 32 × 32 = 1024

basis functions.
The derivation of the basis function sets must be conducted

only once for all coded TUs. In practical applications, it is
highly recommendable to store the sets in precalculated look-
up tables so that computational complexity is not increased
compared to conventional coding.

C. Rate-Constrained Optimal Selective Extrapolation

After transformation, the sparse signal S is obtained in the
encoder (see Fig. 4). When introducing unoccupied pixels, S
may suffer from energy decompaction. Thus, the goal must
be to estimate a model which does not take the unoccupied
pixels into account, while maintaining the relevant samples
and being as sparse as possible to keep the coding rate costs
low. As the unoccupied region is defined in the spatial domain,
the problem can be modeled as

gt =
∑
k∈K̂t

ĉkϕt,k (10)

with estimated coefficients ĉk and a set of selected basis
functions K̂t ⊂ Kt. The problem definition, which we solve in
a rate-distortion optimal sense, can be divided into two sub-
tasks: First, an optimal coefficient must be selected. Second,
the strength of the chosen coefficient has to be estimated.
As both sub-tasks are a joint optimization problem, ROSE
is formulated as an iterative approximation algorithm. For
keeping the algorithmic formulation short and precise, the
transform type t is omitted in the following since the model
generation is always conducted for one specific transform type

t at a time. When discussing, e.g., g, implicitly gt is intended.
First, the initial model

g0,i = 0 , ∀i (11)

as well as the residual

r0,i = si , ∀i (12)

are initialized for iteration ν = 0 with ν ∈ {0, ..., N − 1}.
Similar to eq. (8), i is the one-dimensional spatial index that is
derived from the two-dimensional block position (i1, i2). The
number of iterations of N is chosen by counting the number of
non-zero coefficients after quantization in the encoder, which
leads to the l0 norm

N = |S|0 (13)

and can be interpreted as density of S. Consequently, the
proposed ROSE approach always uses at maximum as many
coefficients as the conventional encoder, but it chooses the
coefficients such that only the relevant regions are optimally
approximated, which leads to a better signal model at approx-
imately the same rate. For each iteration ν, the preliminary
projection coefficients

čν,k =

∑
i

rν,iϕk,imi∑
i

ϕ2
k,imi

, ∀k (14)

are estimated. In above equation, vector m denotes the a priori
defined occupancy map, which takes the value 1 for a relevant
pixel and 0 for an unoccupied sample. Given the projection
coefficients čν,k, the model error

eν,k =
∑
i

|rν−1,i − čν,kϕk,i|2mi , ∀k (15)

is calculated to determine the quality of the estimated coef-
ficient for each basis function and the current model. In line
with this, the best coefficient index k̂ν for iteration ν results
in

k̂ν = argmin
k

{eν + λ · b(č)} (16)

by minimizing the joint coding costs of the above error
function and the product of a Lagrange multiplier λ and the
bitrate b(č), which will both be discussed in the subsequent
section. After selecting the best coefficient index, the model
is optimized for all already selected coefficients in set K̂ν by
deriving the set of linear equations

M

ϕk̂0...
ϕk̂ν


ᵀĉ0

...
ĉν

 = Ms , (17)

with M = diag(m) being the according diagonal matrix of
the unoccupied region mask m. For an orthogonal set of basis
functions, the estimation of coefficients can be independently
conducted from each other. As the multiplication by a mask
leads to an orthogonal deficiency, eq. (17) allows for a joint
problem formulation of all already selected basis functions.
In contrast to the preliminary projection coefficients č, the
estimated coefficients ĉ shall be determined to minimize the
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error between the selected basis functions and the known
pixels on the relevant mask positions in the least-square sense
for all already selected basis functions at a time, so thatϕk̂0...

ϕk̂ν

M

ϕk̂0...
ϕk̂ν


ᵀĉ0

...
ĉν

 =

ϕk̂0...
ϕk̂ν

Ms (18)

must be solved. By taking the Moore-Penrose inverse into
account, the estimated coefficients result inĉ0

...
ĉν

 =


ϕk̂0...
ϕk̂ν

M

ϕk̂0...
ϕk̂ν


ᵀ
−1 ϕk̂0...

ϕk̂ν

Ms . (19)

Consequently, the model at iteration ν is given as

gν =

ϕk̂0...
ϕk̂ν


ᵀĉ0

...
ĉν

 . (20)

In line with this, the residual

rν+1 = s− gν (21)

is updated and the subsequent iteration can be carried out.
The algorithm is conducted N times, until the sparse model
is estimated. However, N is typically very small in practical
applications due to the applied quantization in the video coder.

Finally, the transform signal is depicted as

S̃ =

{
ĉk, k ∈ K̂
0, else

(22)

and replaces the conventional transform signal S of the video
encoder.

An overview on this method is shown in Fig. 5. First, the
share of nonzero coefficients is determined (coding density
analysis) and basis functions are derived. Afterwards, a while-
loop is launched (bottom right) that iteratively determines the
optimal residual coefficients.

D. Rate-Distortion Control

It is well known that in video compression, decisions should
be based on rate-distortion costs in order to obtain opti-
mal compression results [33]. In rate-distortion optimization
(RDO), the coding costs J are minimized by

min J = D + λ ·R, (23)

where D is the distortion, R is the rate, and λ is a Lagrange
multiplier derived from the pre-defined QP. Accordingly, we
interpret the model error eν,k from eq. (15) as the distortion
D and select the optimal coefficient according to eq. (16),
where λ is the same Lagrange multiplier as used in standard
RDO and b is the number of bits needed to code the current
selection of residual coefficients including coefficient kν .

In order to determine the accurate number of bits b for
the current selection of residual coefficients, the coefficients
must be encoded using the context-adaptive binary arithmetic
coding (CABAC) engine [34]. Due to the large number of

Transformed signal S
Signal s
Mask m

Transform type t

Proposed ROSE

Conventional coding
density analysis (13)

Basis function
derivation (9)

Finished?
ν < N

Model &
residual

update (20)

Initial coefficient
estimation (14)

Coefficient
selection (16)

Optimal
coefficient
update (19)

Optimized transformed signal S̃

Dt

N

No

Yes

Figure 5. Overview of the proposed ROSE method. The signal s is processed
together with mask m denoting the occupied pixels and the applied transform
to obtain a model, which is optimized only on the occupied samples.

iterations and the resulting high complexity, we propose to
simplify the determination of the number of bits by estimating
b using a rate model. For this, we consider two models from
the literature. The first model is designed to estimate the cross-
entropy loss [35] and is abbreviated by ‘log’ in the following.
We adapt it for the application of rate estimation as

b̂log(č) =
∑
k∈K̂

α · |čk|+ βg (γ|čk| − δ) , (24)

where g() is the logistic function

g(x) =
1

1 + e−x
(25)

and the parameters α, β, γ, and δ describe the relation between
the coefficients’ values and the true rate.

Due to the definition of the function, we can see that in
this model, only nonzero coefficients are considered in rate
estimation. As such, this approach favors a low number of
coefficients, which is in line with the goal of ROSE. Second,
we can see that the value of the coefficient is considered with a
linear term and with a logistic function. With this combination,
the rate increment becomes smaller when the coefficient value
increases. This behavior favors a choice of few coefficients
with potentially highly variable values.

The second model (‘stat’) was designed for VVC intra
coding and is based on the coefficients’ statistics [36]. It is
defined as

b̂stat(č) = α ·
∣∣∣K̂∣∣∣+ β · L(č) + γ · Z + δ · E, (26)
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Table I
TRAINED VALUES FOR THE TWO BITRATE MODELS FROM EQS. (24) AND
(26) (COLUMNS α TO δ). IN THE REMAINING COLUMNS ON THE RIGHT,

THE MEAN RELATIVE ESTIMATION ERRORS OF THE BITRATE MODELS ARE
REPORTED FOR THE TRAINING DATA (COLUMN εtrain), THE VALIDATION

FOR GEOMETRY DATA (COLUMN εgeom), AND THE VALIDATION FOR
TEXTURE DATA (COLUMN εtext).

Model α β γ δ εtrain εgeom εtext

log [35] 2.410 4.425 0.036 9.427 28% 54% 55%

stat [36] 1.096 1.747 6.275 1.346 12% 26% 27%

where L is the sum of the logarithms of the coefficient values

L(č) =
∑
k∈K̂

log2(|čk|). (27)

Z is calculated by the sum of the last zig-zag-scan-coefficient
indices of each 4 × 4 subblock and E is the sum of the
subblocks’ entropy calculated by

H

(
N1

16

)
, (28)

where the entropy is obtained using N1, which is the number
of coefficients strictly greater one. H(p) = −p log2(p)− (1−
p) log2(1−p) is the entropy function. The parameters α, β, γ,
and δ describe the relation between the block statistics and the
rate.

For training the parameters α, β, γ, and δ of both models,
we analyze the statistics during HM encoding of a single,
random intra-coded frame (BasketballDrill from the JVET
common test conditions [37]) at a medium QP of 32 and
extract the corresponding statistical information on the co-
efficients and the bits written by the CABAC encoder. The
parameters are then trained by least-squares curve fitting.
The resulting values, which are then used for our ROSE
implementation, are listed in Table I. We report the mean
relative estimation error of the two models given by

ε =
1

|B|

|B|∑
B=1

∣∣∣b̂B − bB∣∣∣
bB

, (29)

where B is the block index of all blocks B used for training, bB
is the true number of bits for block B, and b̂B is the estimated
number of bits for block B. We compare the estimation
accuracy in three different cases: The training estimation error
on the original data εtrain, the validation error on geometry
data εgeom, and the validation error on texture data εtext. The
corresponding values shown in Table I show that the ‘stat’
model returns a much lower estimation error than the ‘log’
model in general, because the ‘stat’ errors are always less than
half of the ‘log’ errors. For the ‘stat’ model, mean errors of
26% and 27% can be observed for geometry and texture data,
respectively. In the following, the ROSE variant with the ‘log’-
rate model is denoted ROSEL, the variant with the ‘stat’-rate
model is denoted ROSES.

E. Fast ROSE

The previously formulated ROSE algorithm offers the flex-
ibility to use masks m with arbitrary weights mi ∈ [0, 1] so
that more important pixels could be weighted stronger than

other samples. However, for the investigated applications in
this paper, all relevant pixels are assumed to be of equal im-
portance and so, the mask is kept binary with mi ∈ {0, 1}. In
contrast to state-of-the-art signal extrapolation, this constraint
offers a great potential for complexity optimization, which
results in the fast ROSE. As the generation of basis functions
must only be conducted once and can be stored in look-up
tables, only the iterative algorithm is further analyzed in the
following. As in coding of unoccupied regions, the goal is to
estimate a model at positions where the mask is different from
zero. Thus, the model estimation can be simplified to

gm =
∑
k∈K̂t

ĉkϕ
m
k (30)

with superscript m denoting that the vector only contains the
relevant entries with mi = 1. As a result, the number of pixels
and the computational complexity can be significantly reduced
especially for large unoccupied regions. The preliminary co-
efficient estimation from eq. (14) is reformulated to

čν,k =

∑
i

rmν,iϕ
m
k,i∑

i

(ϕm
k,i)

2
, ∀k , (31)

accordingly. Apparently, the term
∑
i

(ϕm
k,i)

2 is independent of

the signal itself and can be precalculated in a look-up table
on block level, so that only the simplified numerator has to
be evaluated during the iterative procedure. Next, the basis
function selection is reformulated to

k̂ν = argmin
k

{
|rmν−1,i − čν,kϕ

m
k,i|2 + λ · b(č)

}
. (32)

Furthermore, the coefficient estimation simplifies toĉm0
...

ĉmν

 =



ϕm
k̂0
...

ϕm
k̂ν



ϕm
k̂0
...

ϕm
k̂ν


ᵀ
−1 

ϕm
k̂0
...

ϕm
k̂ν

 sm . (33)

Besides smaller vector lengths, also the number of matrix
multiplications is considerably reduced. Then, the model is
obtained as

gm
ν =


ϕm
k̂0
...

ϕm
k̂ν


ĉ0

...
ĉν

 , (34)

and the residual update results in

rmν+1 = sm − gm
ν . (35)

Depending on the actual application and the number of un-
occupied pixels, the speed-up can range to several orders
of magnitude. Nevertheless, also for only few unoccupied
samples, the fast ROSE approach gives a faster computation
than general ROSE without any loss of coding performance
due to fewer matrix multiplications and the large number of
precomputed calculations.
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Table II
POINT CLOUDS FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

TAKEN FROM [38].

Name fps Number of Points per frame

Queen 50 ∼1,000,000
Loot 30 ∼780,000
Longdress 30 ∼800,000
Red and Black 30 ∼700,000
Soldier 30 ∼1,000,000

IV. EVALUATION

In this chapter, the compression performance of the pro-
posed fast ROSE algorithm is evaluated in detail. To this end,
Subsection IV-A presents the input data set and gives details
on the evaluation setup. Afterwards, the compression results
are discussed.

A. Evaluation Setup

For the evaluation of the proposed ROSE algorithm, we use
point clouds from the MPEG common test conditions [38].
The point clouds are listed in Table II. In order to reduce the
simulation time, we encode 16 frames from each point cloud
in all-intra and randomaccess configuration. For the occupancy
map, the standard lossless encoder is used, for the geometry
map and the texture map, the proposed encoder is used. As an
encoding framework, we use TMC2-8.0 with the HM encoder
version 16.20 SCM8.8, which includes the standard-conform
extensions proposed in [6].

Note that in this work, the proposed ROSE is restricted
to intra-coded blocks because of the following reasons. First,
the overall number of nonzero coefficients is significantly
smaller in inter-predicted blocks, such that also potential
bitrate savings are smaller. Second, the used rate models are
designed for intra-predicted blocks [36] and in our tests, we
found that the estimation accuracy decreases drastically when
using inter-predicted blocks. As a consequence, ROSE often
leads to suboptimal coefficient selections such that rate savings
are lost, as indicated by our experiments.

For encoding, we use the five RD-points proposed in [38].
The resulting bitrates and distortions are reported for the
original encoding procedure using pixel padding (REF), the
approach using distortion calculation for occupied regions
proposed in [6] (OD), the masking of residual signals proposed
in [7] (RM), and the fast ROSE approach with coefficient
selection based on the estimated RD costs for both the ‘log’-
rate model (ROSEL) and the ‘stat’-rate model (ROSES) from
eqs. (24) and (26), respectively.

We evaluate our results using the quality metrics proposed
in [38], [39], which are the point-to-point error (D1) and
the point-to-plane error (D2) for the geometry map. For the
texture map, we use the Y-PSNR, the U-PSNR, and the V-
PSNR. To assess the rate, we perform comparisons with the
overall bitrate and the separate geometry as well as texture
bitrates. Furthermore, we report average rate savings using the
well-known Bjøntegaard-Delta rate (BD-rate) from [40] using
piecewise cubic interpolation [41].

Note that the proposed ROSE algorithm only processes
blocks that include both occupied and unoccupied pixels. As
the block partitioning and hence the block sizes depend on
RDO decisions, the overall share of pixels that is affected by
ROSE depends on encoder decisions. Therefore, we calculated
the potential share of blocks affected by ROSE depending on
fixed block sizes. For the first frame of the Loot point cloud,
assuming that encoding is performed with a fixed block size,
the corresponding shares are

• 8× 8-blocks: 5.7%,
• 16× 16-blocks: 16.5%,
• 32× 32-blocks: 36%.

The share for 4 × 4-blocks is zero because of the occupancy
map’s definition based on 4 × 4 blocks. We can see that a
maximum of 36% of the frame’s pixels is affected by ROSE.

B. Rate-Distortion Performance

Fig. 6 shows exemplary RD-curves for the Loot point cloud
encoded in the all-intra configuration, where we show the
geometry D2 error (left) and the Y-PSNR of the texture (right).
For the representation of the bitrate, we use the overall file size
after compression.

We can see that the proposed ROSES (green lines) shows
highest compression ratios because for all tested bitrates, the
curve is located on the left of the other curves. This means that
at the same visual quality, a lower bitrate is needed. Similar
curves can be observed for the other error metrics (D1 error,
U-PSNR, and V-PSNR).

In order to obtain average values, we report the compression
performance in terms of the BD-rate [38] and show results for
geometry metrics in Table III and results for texture metrics in
Table IV. The results are given for OD from [6], RM from [7],
ROSEL, and ROSES. All values are calculated with respect
to reference encoding (REF).

Considering the all-intra configuration, we find that ROSES
outperforms all the other configurations. In particular, rate
savings for all error metrics yield more than 4% for geometry
and 6% for texture metrics, respectively, where state-of-the-art
algorithms (OD and RM) achieve less than 2% of savings (see
Tables III and IV).

Comparing the rate savings for different bitrate estimators
(ROSEL and ROSES), we find that the statistic based estimator
leads to higher bitrate savings in general (average savings are
always more than 0.5% higher). This confirms that the more
sophisticated rate model returns more reliable rate estimates
than the other rate model. Furthermore, we can see that the
proposed ROSE performs solidly because an enhanced rate
model directly leads to additional bitrate savings.

Considering the randomaccess case (bottom of Tables III
and IV), rate-savings are also significant. For all error metrics,
ROSES outperforms the second best method from the literature
(OD) by more than 0.5%. However, these additional savings
are lower than in the all-intra case. The reason is that in the
proposed algorithm, ROSE is only applied to intra-predicted
blocks, which occur less frequently in the randomaccess case,
such that potential bitrate savings are lower. Still, it is worth
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Figure 6. RD-performance of different encoding algorithms exploiting unoccupied regions for the Loot point cloud. The encoder configuration is all-intra.
The vertical axes show the error metrics D2 error (left) and the Y-PSNR (right). The colors represent the reference encoder in blue (REF), the occupied
distortion calculation in red (OD), the algorithm with residual masking (RM) in yellow, ROSE with rate estimation based on the logistic function (ROSEL)
in purple, and ROSE with rate estimation based on coefficient statistics (ROSES) in green.

Table III
BD-RATE VALUES FOR GEOMETRY ERROR METRICS AND ALL TESTED SEQUENCES IN THE ALL-INTRA AND IN THE RANDOMACCESS CONFIGURATION.

all-intra
Geometry BD-rate (D1) Geometry BD-rate (D2)

OD RM ROSEL ROSES OD RM ROSEL ROSES

Loot −2.36% −0.53% −6.82% −8.1% −2.34% −0.73% −6.58% −7.8%
Redandblack −1.67% 0.08% −3.23% −3.9% −1.85% 0.13% −3.23% −3.8%
Soldier −1.89% 3.34% −2.7% −3.6% −1.98% 2.98% −2.53% −3.2%
Queen −1.7% 2.32% −6.56% −7.8% −1.82% 2.12% −5.79% −6.8%
Longdress −1.44% 0.61% −0.97% −0.8% −1.36% 0.34% −0.72% −0.5%
Average −1.81% 1.16% −4.06% −4.84% −1.87% 0.97% −3.77% −4.42%

randomaccess
Geometry BD-rate (D1) Geometry BD-rate (D2)

OD RM ROSEL ROSES OD RM ROSEL ROSES

Loot −21.69% −22.68% −23.57% −24.55% −21.75% −22.34% −23.28% −24.24%
Redandblack −11.11% −11.01% −11.72% −12.69% −11.29% −11.12% −11.71% −12.54%
Soldier −20.18% −17.11% −19.63% −20.25% −19.97% −17.13% −19.3% −19.86%
Queen −17.99% −15.63% −19.32% −19.23% −18.22% −15.59% −18.8% −18.46%
Longdress −8.62% −7.04% −8.17% −8.25% −8.93% −7.63% −7.98% −8.35%
Average −15.92% −14.69% −16.48% −16.99% −16.03% −14.76% −16.21% −16.69%

mentioning that the overall bitrate savings with respect to all-
intra coding are much higher (more than 15%). These large
savings are mainly caused by the OD algorithm proposed in
[6], which uses a dedicated motion estimation technique in
encoding.

For a more in-depth analysis, we also report average BD-
rate savings when considering the separate geometry and
texture bitrates. Note that the occupancy-map bitrates did
not change for all tested algorithms. The results are listed
in Table V. Considering the all-intra case, we can see that
the proposed ROSE outperforms all state-of-the-art algorithms
for all error metrics. In particular, BD-rate savings for the
geometry map are highest with BD-rate values greater than
10%. Also concerning the randomaccess case, highest rate
savings close to 20% can be observed for the geometry
errors. In contrast, texture rate savings reported for OD in
the randomaccess case are slightly below savings reported for
ROSES, which shows that when allowing inter coding, the
accuracy of the rate model is insufficient. Still, as was shown

in Table IV, rate savings from geometry coding outweigh
savings from texture coding because the overall bitrate could
be reduced.

To illustrate the cause for the observed rate savings in
intra coding, we compare the residual signal of an examplary
intra-coded frame. Therefore, we plot the luma residual of
the Longdress point cloud encoded at rate point r3 for the
reference algorithm and ROSES in Fig. 7. A residual of
zero is represented by a grey color, bright colors represent
a positive residual, and dark colors a negative residual. For
better visibility, the brightness is mapped logarithmically.

First of all, in both plots, one can easily locate the occupied
regions because the residual is larger (high textural details),
whereas the unoccupied regions are much smoother (especially
bottom left). However, the boundaries between occupied and
unoccupied regions are more pronounced in the plot rep-
resenting ROSES (Fig. 7 (b)). Considering the unoccupied
regions close to the boundaries, one can see that the amount
of information, i.e. the variablility of the grey color, is much
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Table IV
BD-RATE VALUES FOR TEXTURE ERROR METRICS AND ALL TESTED SEQUENCES IN THE ALL-INTRA AND IN THE RANDOMACCESS CONFIGURATION.

all-intra
Texture BD-rate (Y) Texture BD-rate (U) Texture BD-rate (V)

OD RM ROSEL ROSES OD RM ROSEL ROSES OD RM ROSEL ROSES

Loot −2.58% −2.4% −9.12% −10.3% −2.01% 0.15% −8.32% −10.7% −1.65% 0.58% −8.65% −9.9%
Redandblack −2.24% −0.68% −5.89% −6.9% −1.85% −1.34% −7.35% −8.8% −2.13% −1.86% −7.52% −8.9%
Soldier −2.2% 0.96% −5.73% −6.8% −0.34% 5.96% −1.44% −3.4% −1.76% 5.9% −1.84% −3.9%
Queen −1.62% −0.79% −5.14% −6.6% −2.79% −1.8% −9.49% −11.2% −2.14% −1% −8.18% −10.1%
Longdress −1.15% −0.3% −2.92% −3.3% −1.3% −1.09% −4.39% −5% −1.37% −0.99% −4.07% −4.7%
Average −1.96% −0.64% −5.76% −6.78% −1.66% 0.38% −6.20% −7.82% −1.81% 0.53% −6.05% −7.50%

randomaccess
Texture BD-rate (Y) Texture BD-rate (U) Texture BD-rate (V)

OD RM ROSEL ROSES OD RM ROSEL ROSES OD RM ROSEL ROSES

Loot −21.41% −20.17% −21.84% −23.15% −20.97% −18.65% −20.56% −22.84% −22.4% −20% −21.61% −24.19%
Redandblack −12.16% −10.95% −11.9% −13.25% −11.21% −10.94% −11.71% −13.97% −12.86% −12.24% −13.73% −15.28%
Soldier −23.35% −19.21% −21.45% −22.58% −21.07% −15.49% −19.97% −19.73% −22.4% −15.04% −18.36% −20.28%
Queen −19.5% −16.54% −19.41% −19.92% −19.46% −17.08% −19.76% −21.07% −19.06% −16.8% −20.19% −20.12%
Longdress −10.04% −8.71% −9.56% −10.05% −9.9% −8.87% −9.84% −10.88% −9.87% −8.95% −9.87% −10.77%
Average −17.29% −15.12% −16.83% −17.79% −16.52% −14.21% −16.37% −17.70% −17.32% −14.61% −16.75% −18.13%

Table V
BD-RATE VALUES CONSIDERING ONLY THE GEOMETRY RATE (D1, D2)

AND THE ATTRIBUTE RATE (Y, U, V). THE VALUES ARE AVERAGED OVER
ALL SEQUENCES.

all-intra
OD RM ROSEL ROSES

D1 (geom. rate) −3.8% 4.1% −8.3% −10.5%
D2 (geom. rate) −3.9% 4% −8.2% −10.3%
Y (attr. rate) −1% −2.6% −4.2% −4.7%
U (attr. rate) −0.6% −0.8% −4.5% −5.7%
V (attr. rate) −0.8% −0.7% −4.3% −5.3%

randomaccess
OD RM ROSEL ROSES

D1 (geom. rate) −17.5% −16% −18.6% −19.7%
D2 (geom. rate) −17.6% −16.1% −18.6% −19.6%
Y (attr. rate) −15.6% −13.2% −13.8% −14.3%
U (attr. rate) −14.6% −11.8% −13.2% −14.2%
V (attr. rate) −15.8% −12.4% −13.8% −14.9%

Figure 7. Visualization of the coded residuals for the first frame of the
Longdress point cloud, texture map, rate point r3. Grey corresponds to zero,
the mapping is logarithmic to enhance visibility.

larger in the reference plot than in the ROSES plot. This leads
to parts of the reported bitrate savings.

Second, we can see that several blocks with both occupied
and unoccupied pixels show a much higher residual for

ROSES (see, e.g., the indication by the red square). These
blocks were encoded with a large DC-coefficient. As such,
these blocks correspond to the effect of energy decompaction
illustrated in Fig. 3, which leads to bitrate savings.

It is worth mentioning that in unoccupied blocks, RM shows
the same behavior as ROSES, i.e. that the grey areas are
smooth with only zero coefficients. However, as reported in
Tables III and IV, this does not lead to overall bitrate savings
(average bitrate increase is positive except for the texture (Y)
with a BD-rate of −0.65%). As a consequence, we conclude
that RM only leads to savings in combination with ROSES
performed on mixed blocks, because otherwise, rate increases
due to energy-decompaction will outweigh the bitrate savings.

C. Visual Comparisons

To illustrate the visual effect for a subset of the tested
algorithms, we compare selected reconstructed frames. Fig. 8
shows the source frame (a),(d) and two reconstructed frames
for OD (b),(e) and ROSES (c),(f) for the geometry map
(top) and the texture map (bottom) with boundaries between
occupied and unoccupied regions in red.

Concerning both the geometry and the texture maps, we
can see that the visual appearances by OD (b),(e) and of the
source (a),(d) are similar. In particular, distortions are only
visible in the texture map (e) (e.g., there is some blocking in
the unoccupied region at the bottom and the Loot’s shirt is
more blurry in OD).

Regarding ROSES (c),(f), we can see that the occupied
regions show similar artifacts (blurriness) as the corresponding
regions in the OD image (b),(e). However, there are large
distortions in the unoccupied regions in both the geometry
and the texture map. These correspond to the homogeneous
grey regions in the residual image discussed in Fig. 7, which
lead to significant bitrate savings. The observable gradients
and textures in this regions are caused by the selected intra
prediction modes.

Finally, for a more detailed comparison, we show a zoom
of a part of the reconstructed Longdress point cloud in Fig. 9.
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Figure 8. Geometry map (top) and texture map (bottom) for the first frame of the Loot point cloud. The occupied regions are inside the red contours. (a) and
(d) show the original source frame, (b) and (e) the reconstructed frame after OD encoding, and (c) and (f) the reconstructed frame after ROSES encoding at
rate point 1.

The boundaries between occupied and unoccupied regions are
indicated by red contours.

Next to the large distortions in the unoccupied regions, the
close-up allows discussions on distortions in occupied regions.
One can see that distortions in occupied regions are similar
for all algorithms and both geometry (b) to (d) as well as
texture maps (f) to (h). In contrast, siginificant differences
can be found at the borders of the occupied regions on the
unoccupied side. For example, at the left of the woman’s face,
the extrapolation of the skin color and the structure of the eye
vanishes when using ROSES (h). Also, smooth color gradients
between occupied regions are often replaced by homogeneous
colors within coding blocks and strong edges at the coding
block borders in unoccupied regions (e.g., right of the face).

D. Complexity

The complexity increases in terms of encoder processing
time imposed by the tested algorithms, with ROSEL and
ROSES based on the fast ROSE implementation, are reported
in Table VI. Concerning all-intra coding, we can see that the
complexity increases by a substantial factor of roughly 140 on
average. The reason is that the proposed algorithm performs
an iterative searching procedure on every tested coding mode.

However, one can see that the increase in complexity highly
depends on the rate point and is lowest for the rate point
targeting the lowest bitrate (r1). This can be explained by the
restriction of ROSE, where the maximum number of iterations
corresponds to the number of nonzero coefficients returned
by regular transformation and quantization. As the overall
number of nonzero coefficients increases with a lower QP,
consequently also the number of iterations increases.

Concerning randomacces, we can see that the increase in
complexity is still significant (roughly 30 on average), but
much smaller than in the all-intra case. The reason is that
due to early encoding decisions (e.g., early skip), the number
of tested intra modes is much smaller.

In contrast, the decoding complexity difference with respect
to reference decoding is marginal. In the case of ROSES, the
mean decoding time is 1.8% and 1.9% larger than the ref-
erence decoding time, for all-intra and randomaccess coding,
respectively.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a novel rate-distortion optimized signal
extrapolation algorithm for efficient compression of point
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Figure 9. Close-ups of the geometry map (top) and the texture map (bottom) from the first frame of the Longdress point cloud (rate point 3). (a) and (e)
show the input images, (b) and (f) the images after compression with the standard encoder, (c) and (g) the images with OD from [6], and (d) and (h) the
images from the proposed ROSES encoding method.

Table VI
COMPLEXITY COMPARISON OF ALL TESTED ALGORITHMS WITH
STANDARD ENCODING. THE VALUE REPRESENTS THE CPU TIME

INCREASE (1 MEANS EQUAL COMPLEXITY). THE CPU IS AN INTEL(R)
CORE(TM) I7-8700 CPU @ 3.20GHZ. THE VALUES ARE REPORTED FOR

DIFFERENT RATE POINTS AND AVERAGED OVER ALL TESTED SEQUENCES.
all-intra

OD RM ROSEL ROSES

r1 1.01 1.87 62.88 74.52

r2 1.04 1.83 83.53 99.64

r3 1.00 1.91 109.70 137.64

r4 1.00 1.74 132.68 176.72

r5 1.01 1.51 161.86 217.73

Average 1.01 1.77 110.13 141.25

randomaccess
OD RM ROSEL ROSES

r1 0.98 1.02 11.20 12.26

r2 0.98 1.02 15.80 18.91

r3 0.96 1.02 20.83 24.25

r4 0.96 1.00 28.16 34.28

r5 0.95 0.99 42.22 56.51

Average 0.96 1.01 23.64 29.24

clouds. The method selects few basis functions for the re-
construction of the occupied regions while simultaneously
reducing the bitrate. Evaluations showed that for all-intra
coding, more than 4% of bitrate can be saved for the geometry
map and more than 6% of bitrate can be saved for the texture
map.

In future work, we plan to optimize the implementation

of ROSES for a lower processing complexity by code opti-
mization or restricting ROSES to a subset of selected coding
modes, e.g., only the finally determined coding mode. Fur-
thermore, it is planned to develop an optimized rate model for
the randomaccess configuration. Finally, the ROSES shall be
implemented in VVC encoding.
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